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About This Game

A delightful adventure featuring exploration and puzzle solving. Long ago, the ancient book of legend, Pahelika, was used to
defeat an evil warrior-king. In order to protect the book from misuse it was later hidden in a sacred temple guarded by six
magical portals. As a descendant of the original wielder of the book, it is up to you to prove yourself worthy of the magical

artifact…

Explore ancient locations, unravel old mysteries, cast spells, avoid pitfalls, and solve puzzles in this great adventure!

Features:

Many hours of puzzling fun!

Enjoy exploring beautiful, exotic places

Have fun solving creative puzzles

Easy to pick up & play

Don’t get stuck in a puzzle, thanks to the hint button!
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It's pretty fun from what I've played so far! It does feel like the ball hitting physics are accurate. It's worth a buy.. Dyscourse is
my newest favorite choose-your-own adventure game. I thoroughly enjoyed combing through each path to unlock the variations
of each possible ending. I found myself often looking back in time at least 2 or 3 times per playthrough to find out what went
wrong. With that said, a lot can go wrong (and that's a good thing). Small details matter in this game especially if you want to
aim for 100% of the achievements. I also want to note that the art style is very easy on the eyes. The characters dialogue is also
well-written. Personally, Steve was my favorite out of the group with his bleak outlook on life and his trusty stapler.

If you want something to compare it to, I'd say it is like a slightly longer and more evolved 'Monster Loves You'. I definitely
recommend this game for those who enjoy adventure games. Even if you don't normally play adventure games, this is actually a
good starting point for the genre.. love the overheating,
love the cooling,
love the magnetic fluid,
love the co-op,
love the stages and level design,
love the graphics and physics,
love the boss battles,
love the different fluid suits,
love the Pina Colada
love the ending.. Shatter is a wonderful block breaking game. If you like block breaking games and you don't already have it I
strongly urge you to get it. :) Shatter also has a killer soundtrack. :) (Which you can buy off a bandcamp site I think for only a
couple bucks.). It's like being in kindergarten all over again, except this time around you know not to eat the paste or dryhump
your reading partner.

Well, at least not to eat the paste.. It's Fun to pass the time,Good game for strategy based thinkers.... game has a problem with
hero movement though, doesn't always move where you want and on the right waypoints...
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Its a good puzzle game with nice artwork and music, worth the price, at the discount of course. This is a casual puzzle\/ hidden-
object game. Fun if you enjoy those types of games, the fairy helper adds a dimension to gameplay as it adds different types of
puzzles.

The backgrounds are a little old looking, but they are clear, and they do not hinder the hidden-object portion of the game.

The voice acting is decent, which makes the story move involving.

The game is easy, but this makes it very family friendly, and perfect for casual gamers. Fairy-tale theme adds to this.

Overall, the game has enjoyable puzzles, and a simple but entertaining story. An easy recommend to people who enjoy casual
hidden-object games. However, note that, the game is very short (about 2-3 hours), so try to get it on sale. If you do you\u2019ll
likely enjoy it!
. This game I have rather mixed feelings about primarily due to the fact that the balancing in this game feels off a considerable
amount. What I mean by this is that the early game is exceedingly brutal and the further you get the easier things become. This
is very strange when at the start of the game everything kills you in one hit (no joke) and at the end due to the fact everything is
vulnerable to status effects the final boss literally CANNOT DAMAGE YOU, or can't damage you more than poison hurts him.
I swear what is with developers making poison like the deadliest status in the universe?

But besides that it is obvious the person who made this wanted to try and make something of his own. And he did a good job,
even if the writing is cringe worthy. That and the game ends on a cliffhanger that I kinda expected but not in the vein that the
game actually pulled off, so I was impressed to an extent. But the entire battle system feels like it needs an overhaul especially in
the early game. For example you get your first two party members at around the same time. However by the time I reached the
3rd they were both lv 6, and she was only lv 3. Sure it took a bit of grinding but she did catch up.

That and personally my biggest complaint is that at the start of the game you are dirt broke in every sense of the word, and by
end game you will inevitably have so much money that you don't know what to do with it! I had over 5k ducars at the end of the
game and there's virtually no shops to spend it on!!!!

That and there's very little equipment in the game. What put a bad taste in my mouth there is that the armor of light (supposedly
the best heavy armor in the game) has WORSE STATS than the orc armor that you can buy in the 2nd equipment shop you
visit. THERE ARE ONLY 2 EQUIPMENT SHOPS WHAT THE BLECK????? Yeah that also feels like this game was majorly
shortened.. This was fun!
. You should switch to and download OBS.

This has much less customization and optimization than most free recording software, the framerate upon using this in game
drops exponentially, It should only drop 5 or so frames but it usually drops 20 or more. This does seem to work better than
Nvidia Shadowplay, however, this software tends to crash more. I bought this back when It cost five USD, now it costs $40?
Honestly I wouldn't recommend this even if It were free, as their are many more, better free recording programs out there. Don't
be me and use this for 68 hours before finding OBS.. its pretty good. My expectations for this game were low, considering the
price, but as I played, I hrew more and more attached to clara. It was amazing how I could feel her frustration as well as her loss.
And knowing that I-- the player-- was the root of it was, while humorous, a sobering fact. I would recommend this to anyone
that enjoys a short, simple, and emmersive game.. Very, very impressed by Shift Quantum.

I was anticipating that the shifting mechanism would be confusing, but this has not been my experience at all. The learning
curve has been smooth, with new ways to use the mechanism introduced to the player at an appropriate pace.

The visuals and theme tie together well. Even the menu system is part of the experience, not just a break in immersion.

I'm looking forward to more games by this developer.. I have played this game ever since I first time got to test it at an week-
long event in Finland and we got a ticket with code to download the game while it was still in early closed\/public beta or alpha
state.
Back then the game was by Acclaim... Acclaim was awesome, but I still kept playing after it changed to GamersFirst and then to
GamesCampus who also did pretty good job at handing the game.. HOWEVER! I have enjoyed Redfox the most so far!
The game is simple
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Massivly Multiplayer Online Kung-Fu based game with your skillbar, inventory and so on..
You have 6 clans to choose from, 3 Imperial (white) and 3 Infernal (Black) clans which are enemies
Classes\/Roles are also quite generic:
Nuker - kiting with massive dmg spells
Healer - Melee combat + heals and buffs
Warrior - do I have to explain?
Hybrid - Warrior + few heals\/buffs

Skills
Each skill can level up and make more dmg and change the amount of attacks and\/or animation

Maps
Each map has gates in and out of the map with quick loading screen
Maps - Are level based
Each clan has it's own
There is "Market hub" map

Travelling
On foot with running skill that can be leveled up to be faster
No mounts
Navigation system to walk to your quest marker

I hope more people would play this game even though the graphics are not super cool or virtual reality and the game is old.. Neat
concept, couldn't figure out how to get a game running for the life of me. I'm sure other people have figured it out but nothing
should be this much of a pain in the butt to play.
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